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Abstract: Mining incessant itemsets is a fundamental issue in information mining and plays a significant job in
numerous information mining applications. As of late, some itemset portrayals in light of hub sets have been proposed,
which have demonstrated to be proficient for mining visit itemsets. In this paper, we propose a PrePost Computation
Tree based Frequent Itemset Mining (PPCT-FIM), calculation for mining continuous itemsets. To accomplish high
productivity, PPCT-FIM finds visit itemsets utilizing a set-list tree with a half breed search procedure and legitimately
identifies visit itemsets without competitor age under some case. For assessing the exhibition of PPCT-FIM, we have
direct broad examinations to contrast it against and existing driving calculations on an assortment of genuine and
engineered datasets. The exploratory outcomes show that PPCT-FIM is altogether quicker than PFIM calculations.
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I.

INTRODUCTION

Frequent itemset mining is a significant activity that has been generally examined in numerous common sense
applications, for example, information mining [1]-[3], programming bug discovery [4], spatiotemporal information
examination and organic investigation [5]. Given an exchange table, where every exchange contains a lot of things,
visit itemset mining restores all arrangements of things whose frequencies (likewise alluded to as help of the
arrangement of things) in the table are over guaranteed limit. Because of its down to earth significance, since right off
the bat proposed in [6], visit itemset mining has gotten broad considerations and numerous calculations are proposed
[7]-[9]. The existing incessant itemset mining calculations can be characterized into two gatherings: candidate
generation- based calculations [10]-[14] and design development based calculations [15]-[17]. The applicant age based
calculations initially create competitor itemsets and these up-and-comers are approved against the exchange table to
distinguish visit itemsets. The hostile to monotone property is used in competitor age based calculations to prune search
space. In any case, the competitor age based calculations require various pass table sweeps and this will cause a high
I/O cost on huge information. The example development based calculations try not to create up-and-comers expressly.
They build the exceptional tree-based information structures to keep the fundamental data about the continuous
itemsets of the exchange table. By utilization of the built information structures, the continuous itemsets can be
registered effectively. In any case, design development based calculations have the issue that the built information
structures are unpredictable and as a rule surpass the accessible memory on enormous information.
To summarize, the current calculations can't process frequent itemsets on gigantic information effectively. In frequent
itemset mining, the quantity of the incessant itemsets ordinarily is delicate to the estimation of the help edge. On the off
chance that the help edge is little, there will be countless regular itemsets and it is hard for the clients to make
productive choices. Despite what might be expected, if the help limit is huge, it is conceivable that no successive
itemsets can be found or the fascinating itemsets might be missed. Along these lines, an appropriate bolster limit is
pivotal for the useful regular itemset mining and the clients frequently need to perform frequent itemset digging for a
few times before the good help limit is resolved. The procedure regularly is intuitive. On huge information, the current
calculations regularly need a long execution time to process frequent itemsets and this will influence clients' working
productivity genuinely [18]. The focal point of this work is to locate another productive calculation to register frequent
itemsets on monstrous information rapidly.
II.

RELATED WORK

In this work, we want to utilize this reuse idea to a much larger degree. In typical massive data applications, with the
increasing data volume and the disk I/O bottleneck, data usually is stored in read/append-only mode [19]. Therefore,
the overall data set can be divided into two parts: the much larger old data set storing the historical data, and the relative
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small new data set storing the newly generated data. Based on the description above, this work devises a new PFIM
algorithm (Precomputation-based Frequent Itemset Mining algorithm) on massive data, which utilizes the preconstructed frequent itemsets on the old data set to return the frequent itemsets quickly. Since the too small value of
support threshold will generate too many frequent itemsets, we assume in this work that there exists a lower bound
omega of the support threshold specified by the users in practical applications. Because of the real/append-only mode,
given the old table TO, PFIM first pre-constructs the frequent itemsets (refer to as quasi-frequent itemsets in this work)
whose supports are no less than omega. The new transactions are accumulated in the new table T1. Taking advantage of
the pre-constructed quasi-frequent itemsets, given the specified support threshold, PFIM can compute the frequent
itemsets on TO U T1 quickly.
III.

CANDIDATE GENERATION BASED ALGORITHMS

The candidate-generation-based algorithms firstly generate the candidates of the frequent itemsets, then the candidates
are validated against the transaction table, and the frequent itemsets are discovered. Apriori algorithm [11], [20] adopts
a level-wise execution mode. It uses the downward closure property, i.e. any superset of an infrequent itemset must also
be infrequent, to prune the search space. By a pass of scan on the transaction table, it first counts the item occurrences
to find the frequent 1-itemsets F1. Subsequently, the frequent k-itemsets in Fk are used to generate the candidates CkC1
of the frequent (k C 1)-itemsets. Another pass of scan is needed to compute the supports of candidates in CkC1 to find
the frequent (k C 1)-itemsets FkC1. This process iterates similarly until the FkC1 is empty. Apriori algorithm often
needs multiple passes over table; it will incur a high I/O cost on massive data. Savasere et al. [12] propose Partition
algorithm to generate frequent itemsets by reading the transaction table at most two times. The execution of Partition
consists of two stages. In the first stage, Partition algorithm divides the table into a number of non-overlapping
partitions in terms of the allocated memory, and the local frequent itemsets for each partition are computed. All the
local frequent itemsets are merged at the end of first stage to generate the candidates of frequent itemsets. In the second
phase, another pass over table is performed to acquire the support of the candidates and the global frequent itemsets can
be discovered.
The useful property adopted in Partition is that, every global frequent itemsets must be appeared in local frequent
itemsets of at least one partition. Partition algorithm utilizes vertical table representation of transaction table and the
support counting is performed by recursive TID (Transaction Identifier) list intersection. In the first phase, Partition
may generate many false positives, i.e. the itemsets are frequent locally but not frequent globally. Therefore, it needs
another table scan to remove the false positives. Zaki [13] proposes another vertical mining algorithm Eclat. Eclat
decomposes the original search space by a lattice theoretic approach into smaller sub lattices, each of which is a group
of itemsets with a common prefix (referred to as prefix-based equivalence class). Depending on the allocated memory
size, Eclat can recursively partition large classes into smaller ones until each class can be maintained entirely in the
memory. Then, each class is processed independently in the breath-first fashion to compute the frequent itemsets. Eclat
processes the sub lattices sequentially one by one and does not need post-processing overhead as Partition algorithms.
The main problem of Eclat is that when the intermediate results of vertical TID lists can become too large for memory,
especially in dense database, the performance of Eclat starts to suffer.
IV.

PATTERN GROWTH BASED ALGORITHMS

Pattern-growth-based algorithms do not generate candidate itemsets explicitly but compress the required information
for frequent itemsets in specific data structure. The frequent itemsets can be acquired quickly with the notion of
projected databases, a subset of the original transaction database relevant to the enumeration node. Agarwal et al. [26]
present DepthProject algorithm to mine long itemsets in databases. DepthProject analyzes the hubs of the lexicographic
tree inside and out first request. The assessment procedure of a hub alludes to the help tallying of the competitor
expansion of the node. During the inquiry, the anticipated exchange sets are kept up for a portion of the hubs on the
way from the root to the hub P at present being expanded. During the search, the projected transaction sets are
maintained for some of the nodes on the path from the root to the node P currently being extended. Normally, the
projected transaction sets only contain the relevant part of the transaction database for counting the support at the node
P. In the process of depth-first search, the projected database can be reduced further at the children of P and
DepthProject can reuse the counting work of its previous exploration. At the lower levels of the lexicographic tree, a
specialized counting technique called bucketing is used to substantially improve the counting time.
Han et al. [16] propose a FP-tree-based FP-development calculation to mine the total set of regular examples by design
part development. FP-tree (visit design tree) is a minimized prefix-based trie structure to store the basic data about
continuous examples. In every exchange, just continuous length-1 things, which are arranged with the plunging request
of help, are utilized to build the FP-tree. At that point the FP-development calculation works on FP-tree as opposed to
on the first database to mine regular examples. FP-development calculation begins with a regular length-1 example
(introductory addition design), and the arrangement of continuous things co-happening with the addition design is
separated as contingent example base, which is then developed as contingent FP-tree. With the present addition design
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and the restrictive FP-tree, if the contingent FP-tree isn't unfilled, FP-development performs mining recursively. The
incessant examples are procured by connecting the new ones produced from the contingent FP-tree and the addition
design. FP-development changes the issue of finding long successive examples to searching for shorter ones and
afterward linking the postfix. An extra streamlining is proposed for FP-development, for example on the off chance that
every one of the hubs of the FP-tree lie on a solitary way, the successive examples can be produced by list of every one
of the mixes of the sub-ways with the help being the base help of the itemsets contained in the sub-way.
V.

CONCLUSION AND FUTURE WORK

In this work, we present a novel structure called PPCT-FIM to facilitate the process of mining frequent itemsets. Based
on PFIM, an algorithm named PPCT-FIM is proposed to fast find all frequent itemsets in databases. Compared with
Nodeset, the key advantage of PPCT-FIM lies in that its size much smaller. This makes PPCT-FIM more suitable for
mining frequent itemsets. The extensive experiments show that PPCT-FIM is favorable. PPCT-FIM proves to be stateof-the-art since it always runs fastest on all datasets with different minimum supports and occupied less memory when
compared with previous leading algorithms.
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